PALLET
JACKS

CJ55C
The CJ55C includes all of the same features as
the CJ55 and is made to operate in extremely
compact areas.

CJ55H
CJ55HA
CJ70H
CJ100H
The CJ55H/A/70H/100H Heavy Duty Pallet Jacks
are built for high hours applications and features
the same exceptional maneuverability, rolling ease
and versatiltiy as the standard CJ55 while adding
increased durability. An additional foot release
mechanism, unique pump piston dust cap, a more
durable bell crank design and incorporated onepiece reinforced forks provide greater strength.

Low Profile Pallet Jack
Quick Lift Pallet Jack

Durable, versatile and easy to use the CJ55 features
an ergonomic design that reduces operator fatigue
and downtime. A 200 degree handle pivot provides
exceptional maneuverability in compact areas and
comes with standard polyurethane wheels and
rollers for rolling ease. The CJ55T has tandem load
rollers and the CJ55A comes with the Automotive
Brake Attachment.

Galvanized Pallet Jack

Standard Pallet Jack
Standard Pallet Jack - Custom
Heavy Duty Pallet Jack

CJ55
CJ55T
CJ55A

CJ22SL
CJ33L
CJ33M4
The CJ22S (super low) & CJ33L (low) Profile
Pallets Jacks feature lowered heights for handling
conventional pallets, skids and containers that
are too low for the standard 2.9" lowered height
of a standard pallet jack. The CJ33M4 (4-way)
is designed to handle 4-way pallets at the same
lowered heights and wider widths. All offer the
same durability and versatility and ease of use as
the standard CJ55.

CJ55Q
The CJ55Q Quick Lift Pallet Jack is the ideal truck
for light load lifting and fast paced applications.
When lifting loads under 650 lbs. it requires only
5 strokes to reach maximum height. And for
loads over 650 lbs. the special hydraulic system
automatically switches to a normal operating mode
of 10 strokes to reach maximum height.

CJ55G
Whether it is a Clean-Room or Cold-Room
environment, or a highly corrosive chemical
application, the CJ55G Galvanized Pallet Jack
will do the job. Ideal for use in freezers or coolers
with temperatures down to -10 degrees F, as well
as chemical exposure applications, the CJ55G is
hygienic, durable, easy to clean and built for the
ultimate in Corrosion Resistance.

Manual Hi-Rise Scissor Lift

Whether it is a Clean-Room or Cold-Room
environment, or a highly corrosive chemical
application, the CJ55S Stainless Steel Pallet Jack
will do the job. Ideal for Chemical manufacturers,
Pharmaceutical companies, Food Processing
companies and Fisheries, the CJ55S is hygienic,
durable, easy to clean and built for the ultimate in
Corrosion Resistance.

CJ22XM
The CJ22XM Manual Hi-Rise Scissor Lift is designed
to handle applications such as lifting and transporting
skids and bottomless containers, loading and
unloading conveyor systems, and is also perfectly
suited as a mobile work station. Built to work like a
Stacker and a Pallet Truck combined, the ergonomic
design of the CJ22XM enables the operator to place
the load at the required work height thereby eliminating
bending and back injuries which results in reduced
costly workman compensation claims.

CJ44W
CJ44WA
The CJ44W & CJ44WA Manual Weigh Scale Pallet
Jacks enable the operator to easily lift, weigh (to
99.9% accuracy) and transport loads. The easy to
read meter features a large LCD display for better
visibility, keypad and automatic tare functions. The
readout is available in pounds or kilograms. Can
be used with internal rechargeable battery source
or external AC input.

CJ33ST
The CJ33ST Manual Straddle Pallet Jack is
designed to enable the operator to lift and transport
loads on uneven ground or floors. Ideal for
construction sites, it features adjustable forks to
handle various sized pallets or skids.

Battery Hi-Rise Scissor Lift

Stainless Steel Pallet Jack
Weigh Scale Pallet Jack
Straddle Pallet Jack

CJ55S

CJ22XB
The CJ22XB Battery Hi-Rise Scissor Lift
features manual push – battery lift operation
and is designed to handle applications such as
lifting and transporting skids and bottomless
containers, loading and unloading conveyor
systems, and is also perfectly suited as a mobile
work station. Built to work like a Stacker and a
Pallet Truck combined, the ergonomic design of
the CJ22XB enables the operator to place the load
at the required work height thereby eliminating
bending and back injuries which results in
reduced costly workman compensation claims.

LITERALLY THOUSANDS OF
CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE WIDTHS: 16” TO OVER 43”
AVAILABLE LENGTHS: 23” TO 96”
CAPACITIES UP TO 10,000 LBS.
LOWERED HEIGHTS AS LOW AS 1.25”

STANDARD ON EVERY JACK
1- YEAR REPLACEMENT WARRANTY
5-YEAR LIMITED PUMP WARRANTY
FULLY SERVICEABLE PUMPS
HEAVY DUTY STEEL FRAMES
3-POSITION ERGONOMIC HANDLES
FULLY ADJUSTABLE PUSH RODS
SERVICEABLE ZERK FITTINGS
STEER TIRES

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE FORK LENGTHS & WIDTHS
AUTOMOTIVE BRAKE ATTACHMENT
3 SIZES OF LOAD BACKRESTS
NYLON & STEEL WHEELS
TANDEM LOAD WHEELS

WE’VE GOTCHA COVERED
FREEZER & COLD STORAGE
BEVERAGE BOTTLING & DISTRIBUTION
FOOD PROCESSING & DISTRIBUTION
AGRICULTURAL
GROCERY
GENERAL WAREHOUSING
MANUFACTURING
LUMBER
RETAIL
PAPER/PRINTING
PHARMACEUTICAL
CHEMICAL
TRUCKING

Customer Satisfaction
CLARK’s commitment to customer satisfaction is founded
in its heritage, from the invention of the lift truck to the
industry’s first operator restraint seat. Over 300,000 CLARK
lift trucks are in the field working day after day, year after
year. CLARK has always been known for product quality,
innovation and safety, as well as outstanding service
support. On this foundation stands North America’s largest
and strongest dealer network. With nearly twice as many

locations as our nearest competitor, one of CLARK’s dealers is
nearby ready to serve you. Hands-on factory training reaches
over 2,000 dealership employees annually, allowing CLARK
dealers to offer you the best service and organization in the
industry. And since CLARK offers the broadest line of any
manufacturer, your local dealer can provide a lift truck that
meets the requirements of your specific application, whether
you purchase, lease or rent.
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